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Sustainable Business
Performance

Executive Summary

“What is needed in this world today is
not primarily wealth. It is vision. It is
the individual’s conviction that there is
opportunity, energy, purpose to his
society”

Peter Drucker

Wise leaders make better and smarter decisions
with more sustainable outcomes, in a risky,
uncertain environment.

Transcending biases
Embracing ambiguity and complexity
Taking pragmatic actions
In a context-sensitive way
Adapting a broader socio-ethical and
environmental perspective.

The aim is to create and preserve organizational
shared value, conform to a well-defined and
communicated organizational vision and purpose.

Smart leaders become wise when they address the
dilemmas of modern business in a holistic way.
Not only do wise leaders create and capture vital economic
value, they also build more sustainable - and legitimate organizations.
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Foreword
By Preety Kumar
Member of the Amrop Executive Board

An ambiguous, complex business environment. A
world more inter-connected than at any point in
history. A society switched-on 24/7 to corporate
misdemeanors. The life of a leader has never been
tougher. And despite the best efforts of many, trust in
corporate leadership remains worryingly fragile.

There is a compelling business case for wise
decision-making, and the spotlight is on.
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Step by step to more sustainable
performance | A User Guide to the study

–
–
–
–
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Executive Summary
More than ever, organizations and society need
wise leaders. People who are not just commercially
accomplished or cognitively smart, but who make
responsible decisions and resolve ethical dilemmas,
addressing socio-ecological challenges in a holistic
way.
And yet, as trust in leaders remains fragile, how big
is the gap between aspiration and performance?
Unconscious biases, values and beliefs all affect our
decisions. So, too, do pressures from our operating
context, organizational governance mechanisms and
processes. This research focuses on factors leaders
can do something about – factors within our scope
of control that we can learn to develop over time.
Mastering these better will, we argue, improve our
individual propensity to make wise(r) decisions.

Scope
The research framework (and report) to assess
individual wise leadership characteristics are
organized along 3 pillars:

│
Between Q4 2016 and Q1 2017, 363 executives
residing in all regions of the world and representing
all major business sectors completed a confidential
online survey. 94% held posts at C-suite level or
above. 75% of their organizations had offices in
more than one country, 81% had ambitions to
expand internationally.
To avoid bias in responses, neither the survey
introduction nor its questions referred to ‘wisdom’
and it was emphasized that for most questions
there was no ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ answer.
Several items are drawn from previously validated
research and referenced in the Full Report. We are
particularly indebted to Alves et al., (2014), Ardelt
(2003), Chen et al., Rovira & Trias De Bes, (2004),
Soll, et al., (2015), Magnien et al., (2002), Meyer &
Meijers, (2008).

Self Leadership: how leaders exercise selfgovernance
Motivational Drivers: what drives leaders’ choices
Hygienes: how leaders nourish their decision-making
‘health.’

Tools and Guidance
The full Amrop report (www.amrop.com) contains definitions of concepts, indicators, full data, insights and
toolkits to help leaders identify avenues for personal development, coaching and career planning, and to help
boards and leadership talent strategists identify measures in terms of organizational strategy, (organizational
purpose, culture, and board governance), leadership talent development and operational processes.
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Dr. Peter Verhezen is Adjunct Professor for Governance and Ethical Leadership at the Melbourne
Business School (Australia) and Visiting Professor for Business in Emerging Markets, Strategy and
Sustainability at the University of Antwerp and Antwerp Management School (Belgium). As Principal of
Verhezen & Associates Ltd. and Senior Consultant in Governance at the International Finance
Corporation (World Bank) in Asia Pacific, Peter advises boards and top executives on governance, risk
management and responsible leadership. He is the author of a number of articles and books in the
domain. Peter is working closely with the Amrop Editorial Board in its development, exploration and
implementation of wise decision-making.

Setting the Scene
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Overview | 4 Topline Findings
O1 Self Leadership

1

Leaders are on the path from smart to wise,
but missing vital steps and opportunities

2

The moral guiding light is in sight, but often
lost in the clouds

O2 Motivational Drivers

O3 Hygienes

3

4

Leaders are driven by service, virtue and
entrepreneurship – but not to the point of selfsacrifice.

6

Many leaders are habitually engaging in
personal mindfulness practices – but feedback
is often skipped.

Going Deeper | 11 Selected Findings
O1 Self Leadership
Leaders are on the path from smart to wise,
but missing vital steps and opportunities
Leaders are missing their rear-view mirror
Only 10% consciously reflect on their experience

1

The Full Amrop Report shows why reflecting on experience can lead to wiser decisions.
Few leaders master reflection in action
Only 12% always reflect about their thinking

2

See the Full Report for 5 ways to exercise reflection in action.
Many leaders are speeding without a safety belt
40% display high self-confidence – which may cause some biases
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The Full Report contains ways to underpin confidence and minimize overconfidence biases.
Leaders are under-using a powerful toolkit to transcend bias
33% will always stop or adapt a decision if evidence indicates it may be flawed or wrong
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The Full Report contains a Toolkit to help transcend bias, and good news on ambiguity-handling.
Leaders are failing to systematically involve the right people in decisions
52% generally or always use stakeholders as allies to validate their opinions
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See the Full Report for the fragmented nature of compassion, and the why and how of humor.
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The moral guiding light is in sight, but often lost in the clouds
Many leaders are missing their personal True North
45% can easily describe their personal mission

6

The Full Report contains a question catalog to kick off the design of a Life Plan and Goals.
Leaders place a high premium on ethics, but face barriers in practice
82% believe businesses should operate at the highest moral level but 71% meet ethical blockages
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Planet, profit or people: find out in the Full Report how leaders solved 5 hypothetical tensions - and test
yourself.

O2 Motivational Drivers
Leaders are driven by service, values and entrepreneurship,
but not to the point of self-sacrifice
Leaders are driven by ‘sustainable entrepreneurship’
86% strive to fulfil the organization’s objectives, even when it’s not to their own benefit
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The Full Report unpacks the 3 paradoxes, and opens avenues for leaders to reconcile them.
Power is the strongest career motivator

9

A hypothetical job description answering the ‘Need for Power’ was seen as a promotion by 63% of leaders - by
far the most popular proposition

You can find the 5 career moves in the Full Report.
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O3 Hygienes
Many leaders are habitually engaging in
personal mindfulness practices - but
often skip feedback

10

Leaders are missing vital feedback
58% actively seek feedback on their attitudes and behavior and
take it into account

The Full Report contains a Feedback Toolkit with 5 common
feedback traps.
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Meditation is the most powerful mindfulness practice
95% of those engaged in meditation report a highly positive
effect on their decision-making

How do different mindfulness practices affect decision-making?
Find out in the Full Report.
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In Conclusion
Smart leaders become wise(r) when they address the socio-economic and
environmental dilemmas of modern business in a holistic way. Not only do wise
leaders create and capture vital economic value, they also build more sustainable and legitimate - organizations.

Where to start? If the journey begins anywhere, it is perhaps in mindfulness,
habitually engaging in one or more recognized reflective practices. These enable
internal answers to emerge – also when it comes to which external support to seek,
from whom, and why. It’s time to tune in.

For the full story, go to the Full Amrop Report on www.amrop.com.
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What’s Next?
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Going Forward | Round-up for Leaders
This section contains leading questions arising from observations in
the Full Report, as well as some decision-making tips.
The purpose is to stimulate the thinking of individual leaders
concerning factors over which they can exercise some control.
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Transcending bias
Do you have a bad feeling about intuition?

01
Self Leadership

How do you decide on the who?

GUIDING FRAMEWORK
Personal mission, values and principles
Finding Your True North - A Question Catalogue

General Questions

Questions to do with Sense and Meaning:

Ethical positioning
Where’s the moral gap?

What’s slipping under your ethical radar?
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Leadership styles

02

How to get the best of both worlds?

Motivational
Drivers
Career choices
Whose values are leading you?

This pillar concerns our
motors – our
fundamental reasons
for taking the decisions
we do. Motivation is
related to what drives
our choices, how hard
we try, and how long
we persevere. We
examine leadership
styles and drivers, as
well as the extrinsic
and intrinsic
motivational factors
that drive career
choices.
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Unlocking your motivations | Avenues for Reflection

—
—
—

Feedback

03
Hygienes
This final pillar
addresses two
fundamental ways in
which leaders nourish
their decision-making
‘health.’ First in terms of
the degree to which
they proactively seek
feedback on their
attitudes and behavior,
secondly, in terms of
‘mindfulness’ practices
and their effects on
decision-making quality.

When did you last look in the mirror?

Giving Feedback

Receiving Feedback

Feedback Traps
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Going Forward | Leading Questions for
Boards and Leadership Talent Strategists
This section contains some leading questions that emerge from the
report and that can be considered at the general strategic level.
The purpose is to stimulate wider reflection and discussion in terms
of organizational strategy, to help create the conditions for wise(r)
decision-making. The hope is that further questions will emerge that
have a direct relevance to the unique context of your own
organization.
TERMINOLOGY
WDM = Wise Decision-Making.
Wise leaders make better and smarter decisions with more sustainable outcomes, in a risky,
uncertain environment.
Transcending biases
Embracing ambiguity and complexity
Taking pragmatic actions
In a context-sensitive way
Adapting a broader socio-ethical and environmental perspective.

The aim is to create and preserve organizational shared value, conform to a well-defined and
communicated organizational vision and purpose.

Smart leaders become wise when they address the socio-economic and ecological dilemmas
of modern business in a holistic way. Not only do wise leaders create and capture vital
economic value, they also build more sustainable - and legitimate – organizations
ESG = Environmental, Social and Governance Criteria
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Purpose

Organizational
strategy
Culture

Board
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Selection and development

Leadership
Talent strategy

Goal-setting and incentives

Operational
processes
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Methodology
Between Q4 2016 and Q1 2017, 363 executives residing in all regions of the world and
representing all major business sectors completed a confidential online survey. 94% held posts at
C-suite level or above. Of the organizations for whom they worked, 75% had offices in more than
one country, 81% had ambitions to expand internationally.

About the participating executives
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About the organizations
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Credits
We warmly thank all the executives who took the time to participate in this study,
and for their invaluable feedback and reflections, many of which we include.
As always, any intellectual effort stands on the shoulders of wise practitioners and
thinkers and the contemporary research is referred to in our References and
Footnotes.

About Dr. Peter Verhezen
Peter is Adjunct Professor for
Governance and Ethical Leadership
at the Melbourne Business School
(Australia) and Visiting Professor for
Business in Emerging Markets and
Strategy and Sustainability at the
University of Antwerp and Antwerp
Management School (Belgium). As
Principal of Verhezen & Associates
Ltd. and Senior Consultant in
Governance at the International
Finance Corporation (World Bank) in
Asia Pacific, Peter advises boards
and top executives on governance,
risk management and responsible
leadership. He has authored a
number of articles and books in the
domain.

www.verhezen.net
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About Amrop
With over 70 offices in more than
50 countries, Amrop is a trusted
advisor in Executive Search,
Board and Leadership Services. It
is the largest partnership of its
kind.
Amrop advises the world’s most
dynamic organizations on finding
and positioning Leaders For
What’s Next: top talent, adept at
working across borders in
markets around the world.

www.amrop.com
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References, Footnotes and Further Reading
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